REPUBLICOF KENYA
IN THE TAX APPEALSTRIBUNAL
APPEALNO.171 OF 2015
NEWPORT AFRICA KENYA LIMITED

APPELLANT

VS
THE COMMISSIONER OF DOMESTIC

TA ES

RESPONDENT

BACKGROUND
1.

The Appellant,

company

Kenya providing
services

2.

to

incorporated
business

new

T,

Revenue

hired

iate independent

based in Nairobi with som

Authority

with the mandate

the Government
The Appellant

assurance
particular

a, charged

3.

in

to

of Kenya.

Contractors

hem having engagements

who

are

in the field

especially in North Eastern Kenya.
4.

Sometimes

in 2005, the Respondent

of accounts

of the Appellant

Subsequently

on

21st January

Appellant

with a letter

additional

tax tabulated

Judgement

Appeal

carried out an audit of the books

covering
2015,

the
the

period

2012

Respondent

of its Audit findings,

which

to 2014.
issued

demanded

the
for

as follows:-
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i.

Corporate Tax

Kshs 1,831,330/=

ii.

Pay as You Earn (PAYE)

Kshs 67,867,820/=

iii. Withholding Tax
5.

In light of the above
Objection

Kshs 15,384,676/=
assessment,

the Appellant

filed a Notice

on 19th February 2015 to the Respondent's

The Respondent,
Objection,

despite the Appellan 's explanation

proceeded

April 2015.

to confirm t

of

Audit findings.
in the Notice of

~ emand in a letter dated 21st

Consequently,

nt filed a Notice

of Appeal

dated 19th May 2015.
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
6.

According

to the

Respondent

Appellant's

contention

can be succinctl)( summarized

the

issues raised

into the following

by the

issues:

A. Disallowing of bonus provisio
B. Treatment

of Consultants.

C. Withholding
7.

Th~ Appellant
I.

Tax on Deeme

~\ed
~

Treatment

the followin

isultants

0

a. That the R spondent
that

the

Appeal

that certain

companies

should

Appellant

and

No. 171 of 2015(Newport

not

further

by

the

fees paid to them.
erred

legal persons
be

engaged

given that the PAYE had been

from the consultancy

the Respondent

alleging

in fact and law in it's findings
Consultants

were employees

deducted

Judgement

err

indeRelJdent

Appellant

b. That

.

treated

independent

Africa Kenya Limited)

in fact and
being

as

limited

employees
contractors

law by
liability
by
and

the
thus
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remuneration

to the said companies

ought to be subjected

to PAVE
ii.

Disallowing of Bonus Provision
a. That the Respondent
general

provision

erred in it's findings that there was a
by the

employees

amounting

2013

further

and

Appellant

for bonus

to Kshs.4,300,000/=
b

for it's

for the year
Corporate
for the

unt aforernenf

~d

Tax
bonus

had been

II upen the distribution

of the

c.
ision
corporation
has

been

disallowing

ta

thereon

subject

to

of the

0

and

seeking

to

collect

wing to the fact that the same

tax

through

payroll

hence

the

bonus

expense

would

amount

to

that

the

double taxation.
iii.

Withholding
a. That

Tax on Deemed interest on foreign loan
the

Appellant
deemed

JudgementAppeal

Respondent

erred

failed to deduct

in it's

findings

and remit withholding

tax on

interest arising from a foreign loan, when indeed
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the

same

tax

was

deducted

and

remitted

to

the

Respondent.
8.

The

Appellant

taxes

that

and it be restrained
from

Tribunal

the

to

capricious,

the

Respondent's

Demand

and

of Assessment dated 21st April 2015 be struck out in its

Confirmation
entirety

demanded

Appellant.

declare

the

unreasonable,

from demanding

and or collecting

any

In additi

Appellant

the

Respo

unfair

the

s actions

to

urged
be

arbitrary,

trary to the provisions

of the

law.
9.

The Appellant,

in the Memorandum

0

~ppeal,

also attached

it's

"-

Statement

of Facts ana other supporting

10.

documentary

filed it's response
2016 on 15th February
case and

2016

dated

tb~ background

u~a on

the

evidence.

while

11th February
~ facts of the
assessing the

Appellant: '"
;g

ve matter,

11.
Notice of Motion

on

March 2016,

the Appellant

aising Preliminary

Objection

the validity of the Response to the Appeal by the Respondent,
the Appellant
provisions

stated was filed out of time contrary

of the

law. The Tribunal

Grounds of Objection

i.

filed
on

which

to the mandatory

has reproduced

two

of the

in extenso;

That the Respondent has failed, neglected or ignored to file a
response as per the requirements of the Tax Appeals Tribunal
Act as read together with the Tax Appeals Tribunal Rules,
requiring that, the Respondent file it's submissions within 30
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days of being served with the Appellant's Memorandum of
Appeal and Statement of Facts.
ii.

That the Respondent chose to disregard the Court's process as
envisaged in the Tax Appeals Tribunal Act as read together
with

the

Tax Appeals

Tribunal Rules requiring the

Respondent to first justify the delay before filing their
response out of time.
12.

The Appellant

therefore

praYs'

Orders

that

the

Respondent's

'"

s and that Judgment
in it's favour as prayed in their Memorandum
13.

On

the

other

Preliminary

hand,

the

Oblectlori-da

Respondent

~

be entered

of Appeal.

filed

'r s

March 2016 which,

Response

to the

"as also filed with

the Tax AR~~ls Tribuna

That the Respondent
"

Confirmed Assessment

'ed the Appellant
0

with the

21st April :2015. The Appellant

then filed the Notice of Appeal with the Tribunal on 19h
May 2
Appeal

'8cbut they diCJ
1M

serve the Respondent with this

••

thin 30 Days a, required by law under Section

86(1) of the Income Tax Act (ITA).
6j4

person who has been served with a Notice under

Section 85(3) may(a) if his assessment is based upon or consequent
upon a direction issued under Section 23 or 24,
appeal from the decision to the local committee
appointed for the area in which he resides or, if

Judgement
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he is a non-resident person to a local committee
appointed for the Nairobi Area,
Upon giving Notice of Appeal in writing to the
Commissioner within thirty days after the date of
service upon him of the Notice under that
Subsection.
ii.

Secondly, that an Appe.

'

mences

Appeal. TheAppea
by the Appel/an

~

by way of Notice of

e served on the Commissioner
em,

the Appeal process. In this

instance, this was not done.

he Respondent therefore

avers that there is no Appeal 'before the Tax Appeals
Tribunal.
iii.

Further, Rule 4 of the

witf!in 14 Days
Co~ issioner cann

14.

The Respondent

also p~§py'eothat the i''t-ibunal finds this Appeal invalid

and dismiss it with costs in their favour.

APPELLANT'S SUBMISSIONS
15.

The Appellant

who was represented

by Miss Aurelia Migwe appearing

with Alex Muriuki, Vincent Mutahi and Mr. Andrew
submitted

that

Memorandum
required

the Respondent
of Appeal

within

Rob, the Client

had not filed it's Response
the stipulated

by law. That the Respondent

to the

time as required

by

only acted upon being served

with the Hearing Notice.
Judgement Appeal
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16.

The Appellant

further

submitted

for the delay by the Respondent
Respondent

that there was no justifiable

reason

in filing the response late and that the

never sought leave of the Court to file the response out of

time.
17.

Lastly, the

Appellant

submitted

that

it is their

Application

is in bad faith and it's mea t to delay the course of justice

and is an abuse of the Court proces

19th February,
subsequently

position

that

hey filed their Objection

2015, the Notkf

the

on

19th May 2015 and
of Facts on 29th of

the Memoranl

on it until on 15th
hich was over 210

18.

J1~ellant urged
, of 'IrA that the Respondent

19.

On the substantive

matter,

the Ag

Andrew who ha

2008. His evidence

De ore the Trib',

involved

in

security

risk

providing

Clients working

Robert
Director of the Appellant

since

al was that the Appellant

was

anagement

consultancy

in high-risk environments

focusing

on

with services on

long and short term contracts by engaging both local and international
Consultants

20.

It is the evidence
consultants

were fully compliant

some of whom
Companies.
Judgement

Appeal

of the Appellant's

have registered

In addition,

witness

that the international

with the relevant laws of the country,
Business Names and Limited Liability

they had valid Work Permits, which provided
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for payment of tax in their countries of origin and Withholding Tax to
KRA at the rate of 12112%

if one is a UK national and at the rate of

20%, in the absence of a twin tax treaty.
21.

That not all the Consultants

were engaged

as employees

of the

Appellant at all. The Appellant relied on the case of D.Di Francesco V
MNR(1964),34 Tax A.B.C. 380 where'

was held that-

:ect control and supervision of
his master, and is..l.
orders given

to conform to all reasonable

him

work: an

independent contractor,

is entirely

indepenaent of any control or interference, and merely
undertak1 to produce a specific result, employing his own
means to produce that pesults"
Further, the Appellant relied on the ca

of Roche v Kelly[1969]1R 100

where Walsh :J.";,.,held
that the r:ightq,a

master to direct the servants as

to what and ht'

the work is~

fu

be done was a main factor in

determining the r
22.

The Appellant

made ""Ireference to

p

her authorities

to fortify it's

argument that the staff were "employees but independent

contractors

basing it on the economic reality factor whereby Coke J in Market
Investigations Ltd v Minister of Social Security [1969]2 QB 173 ruled
that;

"the fundamental test to be applied is this: is the person who has
engaged himself to perform these services performing them as a
person in business on his own account? If the answer to that

Judgement
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question is ~yes'then the contract is a contract for service. If the
answer is
23.

The Appellant

)]0'

then the contract is a contract of service"

also relied on the case of Ready-Mixed

Minister of Pensions (1968)ER 433 where it outlined
to be met for an employment

relationship

Concrete

v

three conditions

to exist. These were;

Did the person agree to prqyide his own work and skill?

I.
II.

Did the employer

have

III.

element of control?
inconsistent

with a contract of

employment.
The

Appellant

thus prayed to the Tribunal

grant the prayers sought.

to rule in its favour and

.

RESPONDENT'S SUBMISSIO~\,
24.

The

Respona~t

urged ~

Preliminary

(;1) of the Income Tax
Act.
25.

ection 12 and 13 of ITA which
~rior to the Commissioner
served

with

requirement
26.

an Appeal,
the Appellant

That the Respondent
mention

.

ought

being

to issue which

failed to adhere to.

only learnt of the Appeal when it came up for

on 13th January,

2016 and that's when it filed the Statement

of Facts on being served with a Hearing date. This was not brought
to the attention

of the Tribunal

within the Respondent's

Judgement

Appeal

during mention

due to restructuring

organization.
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27.

The Tribunal thereafter made a Ruling to expunge the record filed by
the Commissioner's

Office since no justifiable reason that had been

advanced for extension of time.
28.

On the substantive matter, the witness upon being cross-examined by
Janet Macharia

for the Respondent

admitted

that the Appellant

started operating in Kenya under Salama Fikira. The witness was crossexamined on the status of some ofMakswin engaged by the AR

employees such as Miss Sasha
Most of the contracts signed

between the Appellant and

nt's dearly showed that the
~

'expatriates'

were contracted

as independent

persons and not as

limited liability companies as alleged by the Ap~eHant.
29.

Further, the Respond
,

. ted that the Appe I'an'

contracts with

'\

the alleged independent

ere in the na u\l.e of service
~

(1) of-the Income Tax Act (cap
476) of the Laws of Kenya) as:

"en agreem nt, whether oral or in writing, whether expressed
or implied,

employ or '.

period of time, and includes
indentured learnershi

erve as an employee for any
contract of apprenticeship or

nder which the employer has the power

of selection and dismissal of the employee, pays his wages or
salary and exercises general or specific control over the work
done by him; and for the purpose of this definition an officer in
the public service shall be deemed to be employed under a
contract of service"
The Respondent laid emphasis on the interpretation

of Paragraph 2 of

the Income Tax (PAYE) Rules (Cap 476 of the Laws of Kenya) which
Judgement

Appeal
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defines an employee in support of it's argument that the staff were
employees

and

not

Independent

contractors

as alleged

by the

Appellant. The said Section defines an employee as;

"employee" includes an individual receiving emoluments in
respects of any employment, office, appointment or past
employment"
30.

The witness was also called upon

larify on the duration of the

contracts of the international co

ts. To support it's position, the

;'

Respondent

,

relied on the case of S

Y

Henderson (1946) where

four criteria were used to ascertain whether a worker is an employee
or otherwise. These, a"rethe power of choice, wages of remuneration,
the right of suspensio~
31.

The Respondent
Pendelb~~

also re led on

Borough

case of Morr

Cou~:frt (1965)lWtR

v Swinton

518 where certain criteria

were outlined such as;
I.

Number of working hours

II.

The norm~~

III.

Geographical limitati

IV.

The skills and also t

~king hours
~

perception of the society as regards the

workers

32.

V.

Methods of appointments and termination

VI.

Types of wages

In addition,

the Respondent

relied on the invoices and stipulated

joining instructions, which amounted to job descriptions to buttress it's
case.

Further, the Respondent submitted that the employees signed

the contracts in their individual capacity and not on behalf of the
Judgement Appeal No. 171 of 2015(Newport Africa Kenya Limited)
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limited

companies

Respondent

intimated

confidentiality
for anybody
submitted
working

as submitted

by the

witness.

The

that some of the contracts by the Appellant

had

clauses that prevented

Appellant's

the Consultants

else in the same field as the Appellant.

that the said Consultants

from working
The Respondent

did not have any registered offices,

tools, their own staff, laptops

nor vehicles but were relying

on the Appellant's
33.

Therefore

according

ent,

employees

of the Appellant

a

the

'expatriates'

were

ired to pay tax as provided

for under Section 3 (2)(a)(ii) of the ITA w

I

R specifies that:

~~ubjectto this Act~ income upon which tax is chargeable under
this act shall be in respect of employment or service rendered"

34.

!,

nt submitted

that the Appellant

. onthly for a bonus to be paid to
employees

at

the

Kshs.4,300,OOO/=
undertook
a provision

end
had

ecember
been

paid

each

by the

an indepth Audit. The Respondent

year
time

out
the

therefore

of

which

Respondent
treated

this as

for an expense to be incurred and not an actual expense

incurred as provided

under Section 15(1) of ITA...

"For the purpose of ascertaining the total income of a person

for a year of income there shell, subject to Section 16~be
deducted all expenditure incurred in that year of income which
Judgement
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is expenditure wholly and exclusively incurred by him in the
production of that income, and where under Section 27 any
income of an accounting period ending on some day other than
the last day of that year of income is, for purpose of ascertaining
total income for a year of income, taken to be income for a year
of income, then the expenditure incurred during that period
shall be treated as having b

incurred during that year of

income"
In addition, the

In

support of it's position.
35.

36.
2001, which state
penalties

ment is not done in time then

may be leviea ~on outstanding

amounts.

That the last

payment was made in April ~013. leaving a balance amounting to
Kshs.237,457,459/=

aCduing

penalties

and

interest

of

Kshs.44,093/=
37.

The Tribunal upon hearing the parties on the Preliminary Objection
Ordered the Respondent's documents be expunged from the Record
and reserved it's reasons for expunging to the determination

of the

Appeal
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ISSUESFOR DETERMINATION
38.

The

Tribunal

Submissions

having
by the

considered
parties

the

came

Pleadings,

up with

the

Depositions
following

and

issues as

requiring determination;
i.

Whether

the relationship

the expatriates

between

engaged

the Appellant

by the Appellant

and some of

is in the nature of

Employer/Employee.
ii.

Whether

the fees paid

service rendered
III.

Whether

'e Appellant

Tax):

(withholding

oif1ts

claimed

to these expatriates

in the

~"

IV.

deductible

in th~eyea~0fincome

WHether

penalties

m~

t .,
!$~'&

39.

~

Withholding

,*.r'

~"

This Appeal

came

and

2013.

interest

on

~

Tax on·,cleeme .
up for hearing

of

as collectible.

on

both

~

parties indicated to the Tribunal that they were ready to proceed with

+

.his juncture

the Tribunal was served with a

copy of Notice of Pr ,Iffitnary Obje& ion that had been filed by the
Appellant.

The

Objections

raised

records

~

held

by either

by the Tribunal
parties

when

did

not

the matter

reveal

come

any

up for

mention.

40.

The Tribunal
touched

having

on whether

noted

that the issues were

the Tribunal had jurisdiction

took the decision and allowed
preliminary
Tribunal
JudgementAppeal

objection
reserved

Ruling

No. 171 of2015(NewportAfrica

of law and

to hear the Appeal,

both parties to dispense with both the

and the substantive
it's

points

on

the

Appeal simultaneously.

The

Preliminary

and

Kenya Limited)

Objection
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directed

that

the

determination

same

would

be

delivered

together

dispose

off the

with

the

of the main Appeal.

PLEMINARY OBJECTION
41.

Its trite

law that

Objection

the Tribunal

filed first and see whether

handling the substantive
42.

The

should

Appellant

(Respondent)

it warrant's

any merit before

ith

Commissioner's

Appeal.

being

Demand

Preliminary

for Ad .

the

axes dated

21st January

2015

ated 21st April 2015 filed it's
Notice dated

19th May 2015 for Intention

the documents

filed

filed it' s Me~orandum

to Appeal against the said

w:

't

the Appellant
n 29th May

0

2015 witfi the Tax Appeals
June

2015,

which

Appeal

f the

Notice

of it's

Intention to Appeal.
43.

Its not in dispute

3 and TAT Rules were enacted
·>f Appealing

taken by the Commissioner.

against a decision

f Taxes by an aggrieved

Tax payer. TAT

Act, 2013 is new legislation that provides and defines mechanism with
which a taxpayer
the Commissioner.

can lodge his Appeal against the decision taken by
This legislation is strengthened

of the Tax Appeal Tribunal

with the application

Rules (2015) and the Tax Procedure

Act

(2015).
44.

The Respondent

in it's submissions on the Preliminary

Objection

relied

on Section 86(1) of the Income Tax Act which states;
Judgement

Appeal
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Section 86(1) A person who has been served with a Notice
under Section 85(3) maya) If his assessment is based upon or consequent upon a
direction issued under Section 23 or 24, Appeal from
the decision of the Commissioner to the Tribunal;
While Section 86 (3) provides,

where a person other

e Commissioner has failed to
ithin a period specified in

Subsection

er depositing

(1)

Commissioner so

with

the

of the tax as is payable under

Section 92(6), or such part thereof as the Commissioner
may require, and paying any interest due under Section
94,_apply to the local ~~mittee

or the Tribunal, as the

rant an extepsion on being satisfied that, The
reasoning B

that the debtors alleged to be

owing aro$i~ 'urely from usiness transactions. To absence
from Kenya,
prevented

c ness or other reasonable cause, he was

from giving Notice of Appeal within the

relevant period and that there has been no unreasonable
delay on his part.
Section 86 (4) provides;

where a person other than the Commissioner has failed to
give Notice of Appeal within the period specified in
Subsection (2) he may apply to the Court for an extension
Judgement Appeal No. 171 of 2015(Newport Africa Kenya Limited)
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of time in which to give Notice of Appeal and the Court
may grant an extension on being satisfied.
45.

The Respondent argued that they were not served with the Notice of
Intention to Appeal against it's decision by the Appellant within the
requisite 30 days, nor were they served with an Application seeking
extension of time to serve the Notice of Intention to Appeal out of
time.

According to the Respon

observing timelines set by Secti

e Appeal failed the test of
of ITA and there was therefore

no Appeal before the Tribun
46.

The Respondent relied on the above seen

f ITA to make it's case,

that there was no Pi'.

•ssioner on the basis

of the fact that the A

issioner with a
the above

47.

at they had strictly
irernents for filing and serving the
necessary docum

the new Act, Rules and

Procedure of the Tax
48.

They quoted the followin

tions to fortify their arguments; Under

Tax Appeals Tribunal Rules (2015);

Judgement Appeal No. 171 of 2015(Newport Africa Kenya Limited)
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3(1).A Notice of Appeal to the Tribunalshalla. Be in writing
b. Be submitted to the clerk of the Tribunal within thirty days
upon receipt of the decision by the Commissioner.
(2) The Appellant shall, within fourteen days from the date of

filing the notice of Appeal, su mit enough copies, as may be
advised by the clerk, of-

c. The tax decision
11(1)An Appe11antsh II, within two day.
or Appeal with,

filing an application

I serve a copy

0

'~

or the Commission
49.

While

the

Tax

Appeals

disputes

the

decision of

the

ter arising under the provisions
ifect to the provisions of the
, upon giving notice in writing to the
Commissioner, Appeal to the Tribunal:
Provided that such person shall before Appealing, pay a
non-refundable fee of twenty thousand shillings.
13. (1) A Notice of Appeal to the Tribunalshall-

(a) be in writing;
(b) be submitted to the Tribunal within thirty days upon
receipt of the decision of the Commissioner.
Judgement Appeal
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50.

The principle issue in the instant Preliminary

Objection

is the effect of

the alleged failure by both parties to comply with Section 86(1) of ITA
by the Appellant

and the Respondent's

failure to observe Section 12(1)

of TAT Act 2015.
51.

It is not in dispute that, the Respondent
Facts within

thirty

did not file it's Statement

(30) days, from t e day the Appellant

Appeal as provided

for under

Sec

of

filed it's

(1) of TAT, 2013. The Tax

Appeals Tribunal Act came int '
provisions for the timelines ~
52.

In w

~

Tribunal noted that the

major bone of contention

to the timelines by the

collection

of taxes

determining
whether
befo~

was the adherence

in Kenya

statutory

governing

the

as called upon to determine

f"

tA~ delay in filing tH~ Statement

of Facts by the Respondent

the TriDu~a'l was excusab

Secondly, It was cc

of

legislation

an

tax disputes. The Tribun

ondent,
efa~e
the Tribf
\,

had a right to Appeal
it's Notice

Assessment.

of

According

While appreciating
Tribunal
discharging

,

wishes
it's

,

Intention

Preliminary Objection
54.

'.,.,.

In dealing with the Preliminary Objection,~ne

parties as set out by the various

53.

-arties have to file Pleadings.

to

against

the

Respondent's

these was the genesis of the

and the Response by the Respondent.

the Written
to

the Appellant

al having failed to serve a copy

Appeal

to the Tribunal,

whether

pronounce

mandate

Submissions filed by both parties, the
itself in the

as far as the

following

Preliminary

manner

in

Objection

is

concerned.

Judgement
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55.

By the plain reading of Section 13(1) the TAT,
(1) of TAT (Procedure
are couched

in a manner

Appellant

to serve the Respondent

Appeal to the Respondent's

that it is not mandatory
with the Notice

decision of assessment.

deduce that there was no requirement

Statement

served to the Respondent
Without

putting

of Fa~

of Intention

to

Secondly, one can

d be included

to

in the bundle

e filed with the Tribunal and be

witfiln a p

stress on the argument

By the Respondent,

that

to bv the Appellant,

Section 86(1) of IT~ had not been adhered
Tribunal

for an

hat the Notice of Intention

Appeal should be served alone or .

56.

and Rule 3

)Rules, 2015, it is clearly indicative that the said

provisions

of Appellant's

Act 2013

is alive to the fact that, by the time the Appellant

the

was filing

it's Appeal with the Tribunal, the -n:ax~Appeals Tribunal Act, 2013 had
been operationalized

and the Respongent

ought to have been aware

of that fact.
57.

e preceding

Statute contradicts

statute overrides
provisions

of the prec , ing Statute.

86(1) Of the Income
amendments

superior

,

Tax J\ct,.,revised

contained

2014 cannot override

'herefore,

a

the conflicting

according

to section

in 2014 and which

includes

in the Financial Act, 2014 of 19th September
the new sections of TAT Act, 2013 nor can it be

to the new TAT Act, 2013 as the Respondent

wishes the

Tribunal to believe in this case.
58.

The Tribunal

recorgnizes

Statutes and Regulations.

the importance

of the timelines

set out in

The purpose of setting the time within which

the Appeal should be filed, as well as other timelines prescribed
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Rules, is to give meaning

to the constitutional

value in Article 159 of

of Kenya, 2010 on Judicial authority

the Constitution

which inter alia

provides ....

(2) In exercisingjudicial authority, the Courts and the Tribunals
shall be guided by
the following principles-«
(a)justice shall be done to all.
(b)justice shall not be d1t~
(c)

alternative

forms

of

'S~ute resolution

>

including

'is

"
reconciliation, mediation, arbitration
and traditional dispute

resolution mecnanisms shall be promoted,
subject to clause (3);
(d) justice shall

regard to

(e) the purpose and prine! es of this Constitution shall be
protectea~"

promoted.

59.

by the Res
Objection

do

not

Tribunal's

assessment.

to

ent in reply to the Preliminary

a

sonable

explanation

in the

did

not

concise

to

lodge

file any

grounds in support of it's arguments.

60.

The

Respondent

had

the

opportunity

the

Preliminary

Objection

in the first instance upon being served with the Appellant's

Statement

of Facts.

The Respondent

ahead and filed it's Statement

chose not to, instead

of Facts in response

to the Appellant's

Appeal. Its only after they were served with the Preliminary
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by the Appellant

that it raised the issue of non compliance

to Section

86(1) of ITA.
61.

The failure
accordance

by the

Respondent

to file it's Statement

to the timelines set out by the law is an omission that goes

to the root of the Substantive

Legislation and Rules of Appeal. The

Tribunal Orders that the Statement
expunged
62.

of Facts filed by the Respondent

be

from the Record.

It is not in the Tribunal's
heard

of Facts in

intere

demn a litigant without

and in so doing we st .~

2013 which provides;
~

Section

being

26 of the TAT, Act

,

The Tribunal shall ensure that every party to proceedings is given a
•

reasonable opportunity to -,
(a) present his case; and
(b) Inspect any documents in relati

e proceedings and make

submissions.
~

~

And Section 30 of T .

he Appellant has the burden of
proving(a) where an Appeal rela

to an assessment, that the assessment is

excessive; or
(b) in any other case, that the tax decision should not have been made
or should have been made differently,
That being the case the Respondent
orally cross-examine

the evidence adduced

to this case, refer to the documents
Statement
Judgement Appeal

shall have the opportunity
by the Appellant

to

pertaining

filed by the Appellant

in it's

of Facts and also the right to file in it's Submissions within
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the time frame given

by the Tribunal. This is a right that cannot be

taken away from the Respondent

even though

the Tribunal has

expunged their Statement of Facts from the records as the same was
filed out of time contrary to the mandatory provisions of Section 15 of
TAT, Act 2013 which provides that;
15. (1) The Commissioner shall, withi

with a copy of an Appeal to the .

thirty days after being served
nal, submit to the Tribunal

enough copies as may be advised.
T
(a) Statement of FactsincludilJgthe

Ii

sons for the tax decision; and

(b)any other document which may be ne€essary for review of the
decision by the Tribunal.
(2) The Tribunal may require the Commissioner to submit to the
Tribunal additional documents that," tn; the opinion of the Tribunal,
may be in the Commissioner's possession or control.
DETERMINATION OF THE MAIN ~PPE
A). whether

the relati', nship betwee

expatriates engaged by
63.

Appellant

ppellant is

and some of the

ployer/employee

The Tribunal notes tha the Appellaf

nature

has been able to demonstrate

that the alleged staff were not it's employees but were engaged as
independent
Tribunal

that

contractors.
the

The Appellant was able to convince the

Respondent

had

even

registered

the

alleged

employees with PIN numbers in addition to signing.
The Tribunal wishes to rely on the case of D, Di Francesco v MNR.(1964),34

Tax A.B.C380where

it was held that-

•.~ servant acts under the direct control and supervision of his master,
and is bound to confirm to all reasonable orders given to him in the
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course of his work, an independent contractor, on the other hand, is
entirely independent of any control or interference, and merely
undertakes to produce a specific result, employing his own means to
produce that result"
64.

Similarly. the Tribunal also relied on the case of Roche v Kelly[1969]IR
100 where Wash J held that

"the right of the master to direct t. '
work is to be done was tli
relationship between the pa
65.

Therefore
independent

the

<

relationship

'r

'ant as to what and how the

etn factor in determining the

es."
between

Appellant

Contractors

and

the

that of employer-

employee as it failed t
A.

an employer-employee

here must be s,

-

.~\m

that the

rns his services. what tasks to

66.

Accordingly. the . dependent

contractors are contracted

certain objective.

Id not determine the time and

manner in which

'" ieved but thus the Appellant

would pay the contractors

he days that they worked in achieving

the set objective. The relationship between
independent

contractors

to attain a

the Appellant and the

did not qualify to be that of employer-

employee as the independent contractor set their own hours of work
while in a normal employer-employee

relationship. the employer sets

the hours of work.
67.

In addition. in this relationship. the independent

contractor was not

entitled to certain benefits such as annual leave. sick leave. health
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insurance to name a few. In summary, the independent contractor had
no benefits accorded to them by the Appellant that are a norm in any
kind of employer-employee
68.

relationship.

Clause 5 of the signed contract, which was presented
Tribunal, confirms that the contracted Independent

before the

person is not an

employee as he has the latitude of performing other duties during the
continuance of the signed agreemen

e Clause provides inter - alia;

s, the Independent Contractor
tmtinuence of this Consulting
Agreement, provided that;"
69.

The Tribunal relied on
the submissions on the s
~
independent
contractor was required
demands, actions, penalties,
t~

uits,

expenses which any third party mig

have o ",the Appellant within

the course of provision of the independent
exonerated

the 1\,

services. This argument

espondent's

argument that it's

relationship with the incl'ependent c .ntractors was that of employeremployee.
70.

It is also important

to note that the Respondent,

in it's wisdom

registered the alleged employees under VAT laws and issued them
with independent

number references different from the one. issued to

the Appellant. This strengthened the position held by the Appellant
that these alleged "employees" were independent contractors and not
it's employees.

The Tribunal also relied on the paying-in slip and bank

deposit receipt on behalf of Agincourt Solutions, one of the alleged
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employees as evidenced in annextures at pages 197 and 198 of the
Appellant's
Respondent

Statement of Facts as a reference point of which the
wanted

to tax the

Independent

Contractor

as an

employee yet the law is very clear as to the applicable procedure
when charging tax on independent entities.
71. Thirdly. the alleged employees who are the independent
raised invoices for the work done b

contractors

em to the Appellant in order

to get paid. The attention of the

nal was drawn to a sample of

the invoices from Simon Dugdale t/a

gincourt Solutions as evidence.

(annexture at page 187 of the Appellant's Statement of Facts). The
Tribunal concurs that. in a normal working relati9nship between an
employee and employer..
*,;

of remuneration

~

r"'i, ,
~

voice is raised for pur oses of payment
~

to the employee

paid at the end of month.

t~~n agreed salar~~is normally

T~e Respondent

was not able to sufficiently

convince the Tribunal as to why: they felt it necessary to levy tax on

r

these alleged emgloyees.
B) Whether

the fees 'P,' ~

,

the ~

lIant to these expatriates

are

chargeable to tax as gains or profits from 'employment or service rendered
(withholding Tax).
72.

The Tribunal having gone through the submissions by both parties. is
of the considered

opinion that the Appellant has argued it's case

convincingly. The Tribunal takes cognizance

of the fact that the

Respondent failed to rebut the Appellant's evidence that it used to
pay all the necessary taxes due to the Respondent as well as what the
Independent

Contractors were supposed to pay in their countries of

origin in the absence of a twin tax treaty.
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73. On this end, the Tribunal would not sit and allow the Respondent to
have their way, as doing so, would amount to giving the Respondent
an avenue to legalize double taxation. Double taxation can have a
strongly negative impact on the economy if care is not taken to ensure
that all taxes are fairly and equally levied.
C) Whether bonus claimed in the Audited

ccounts were deductible in the

year of income 2013
74.

The Tribunal was

Appellant's

bonus which was being acc

evidence that the

"nth and paid at the end of

the calendar year had been subjected to

s You Earn(PAYE) and

that the reversal
amount to double ta

e Appellant to
, nce at all.
of Withholding tax on

deemed.I
75.

is point so much as the Appellant
d demand. The Tribunal notes
that

in

the

acknowledged

Submissions,
the existen

the

Appellant

\ a foreign loan but do submit that the

necessary deemed interest wa computed and the withholding Tax on
the deemed interest was charged and remitted to the Respondent. The
Tribunal was referred to the Statement of Facts marked NPS at pages
286 to 292, copies of the ledgers and Withholding Tax Certificates
showing evidence of payment. The Respondent did not contradict the
position

held by the Appellant

and the Tribunal

shall therefore

consider this a concession on the part of the Respondent.
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-,

DECISION
76.

The Tribunal

has considered

and canvassed,

the Record of Appeal, the grounds

the respective

written

and the law and is of the considered
contrary

to the statutory

powers

and oral submissions

raised

before it

view that the Respondent

conferred

acted

to it to levy and collect

taxes.
I) The Tribunal having entered
Appeal

and

Commissioner
Corporate

Tax

Kshs.67,867,82

sets

asid

dated

2i

/ dings hereinabove

of
for the assessed

st

of Kshs.1,831,330J=,

i= and Withholding

GE

. «

allows the
the

sums of

Pay as You Earn (PAYE)
Tax of Kshs.15,384,676i=

llU~L."" •
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